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PRESS RELEASE
February 2009
Troy Diamond Report February 2009 now offers its monthly diamond price guides in 46 diamond weight
classifications stated in total amount, and debuts a new Gold and Currency Report. Troy Diamond Report
has shifted from per carat pricing to total pricing to provide a clearer perspective on diamond prices as
diamond size increases. Any given "budget" is now quickly and easily communicated between qualities and
amongst every size classifications. With an increased number of size classifications, it is no longer
necessary to adjust pricing when a diamond's weight falls in the heavier range of outdated and too broad
weight classifications. Troy Diamond Report offers 21 weight classifications under 1 carat, and weight
classifications every 1/4 carat for diamonds from 1 carat up to 6 carat in size, and weight classifications
every 1 carat, from 6 carats up to 10 carats in size.
Diamond Reports Offered:
1. (USD): Diamond's "Traditional Peg" the U.S. Dollar.
2. (XAU): "The Gold Standard" - Exchange to Gold in troy ounces stated in gold's annual moving
average.
3. (SDR): "Paper Gold" - a weighted basket unit of the world's top 4 global currencies, specifically the
International Monetary Fund's Special Drawing Rights and reserve asset.
4. (EUR): Euro of the European Union - the largest economy (27 member countries and increasing) and
second largest currency (behind U.S. Dollar).
5. (JPY): Japanese Yen - the Third Largest Single Economy (after U.S. & China), and Second Most
Technologically Powerful.
6. (GBP): U.K. Pound Sterling - a Global Trading Power, and International Financial Center.
7. (RUB): Russian Ruble - Producer of 25% by Value of World's Diamonds, and Geographically
Largest Emerging Economy.
8. (CAD): Canadian Dollars -- Third Largest Diamond Producer (after Botswana & Russia), and a
Resource Based Economy.
NEW! Troy Gold & Currency Report: monitors gold's intrinsic value trend and currencies stated in "Paper
Gold." Gold historically has been used for thousands of years as a stable medium of exchange and recently
as a Central Bank Reserve Asset. Follow Gold and Currencies stated in "Paper Gold" which is a weighted
basket of the world's top 4 currencies (44% USD, 34% EUR, 11% JPY, 11% GBP), specifically the
International Monetary Fund's Reserve Asset - "Special Drawing Rights." When gold or an individual
currency is gaining or losing strength to this weighted basket, it is changing in a real sense. Eliminate errors
when comparing one currency to another! Trends also graphically mapped from 1999 to present.
Subscription No Longer Required. Buy the $24.95 monthly report best suited to you when you need it.
Sincerely,
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